Global Call: Our Work
Redefining Security & Feminist Perspective on Peace

Members will gather to listen, exchange, and give ideas for some of WILPF thematic work areas in our current International Programme. Join other members and International Secretariat programme staff in looking back and looking forward to our collective work.

**When:** 27 July 2021 at 12:00-14:30 UTC (14:00-16:30 CEST) - convert to your time zone here

**Where:** Zoom [LINK to register]

✉️ Can you bring a newer member to join this Global Call? Consider sharing this invitation ([LINK to register]) personally with a WILPF member in your Section or another!

👉 There will be interpretation in French and Spanish during this Global Call.

**Agenda**

**Welcome and Introduction to the Future WILPF Process**
Moderator: Lina Hjärström, Europe Alternate Regional Representative, International Board

**Advocating for Peace in Crisis**
Speaker: Jamila Afghani, South Asia Regional Representative International Board

**Breakout Groups for Discussion**
- Breakout Group 1: Redefining Security - Disarmament in Virtual Room
- Breakout Group 2: Leveraging Feminist Perspectives on Peace - Human Rights in Virtual Room
- Breakout Group 3: Leveraging Feminist Perspectives on Peace - Women, Peace & Security in Virtual Room

**Plenary Discussion Together**

**Closing and Next Steps**
Moderator: Lina Hjärström, Europe Alternate Regional Representative, International Board

**Preparing**

❓ Questions for Discussion:
- What are the main problems and challenges WILPFers want to address?
- What major trends and developments are affecting our work?
- What kinds of outcomes can WILPF achieve together in these Work Areas?

📚 Here are few links to help you prepare:
- [UNSCR 1325 at 20 years: Perspectives from Feminist Peace Activists and Civil Society](#)
- [WILPF CEDAW submission on Afghanistan](#)
- [Joint submission for the Universal Periodic Review of Italy](#)
- En français: [Examen Périodique Universel du Niger](#)
- [WILPF work for Nuclear Free World](#)
- [WILPF Challenges the Arms Trade and Armed Violence](#)